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Executive Summary
This Annual Report covers the activity and
performance of the Kent and Essex
Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authority (KEIFCA) in 2014/15, and
reports on the execution of our
responsibilities. This year was the final
year of the new burdens funding allocated
by Defra to help IFCA’s deliver their new
duties which were in addition to their
preceding SFC functions. As an
organisation starts to mature and as its
effectiveness starts to be seen there is
always a challenge to identify how many
different work streams can be taken on at
one time given a level of resource, and
where prioritisation is needed to ensure
progress across the organisations remit.
This year we have continued to progress
the European Marine Site work which has
a deadline of 2016 for management to be
introduced where necessary, as well as
committing significant resource to the
Hythe Bay pMCZ. Both of these work
streams have reduced the amount of
available resource across our other areas.
This year has also seen a significant
revisiting of health and safety protocols
across the organisation. The review has
resulted in new equipment being
purchased and new processes and
procedures being implemented in
recognition of the challenging conditions
in which we operate to ensure that our
staff are able to work in a safe
environment.
Finally as we look forward to the next four
year period, Defra’s report on the conduct
and operation of the IFCAs was published
which highlights how we can improve
moving forwards.
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In the final year of the initial four-year period of IFCAs, we have been
balancing the challenges which have been given to us. As the
usefulness, effectiveness and ’get it done’ attitude of IFCAs has been
recognised, so the workloads have increased. KEIFCA has spent a
great deal of time on MPA work whilst trying to introduce new byelaws
for the management of established fisheries and carry on the daily
work of enforcement in changing legislative landscape.
The cockle fishery outside of the TECFO opened during 2014/15 for the
first time in four years with the making of two emergency byelaws, at
the same time as completely revising the legislative framework in
which the cockle fishery operates with the making of the Cockle
Fishery Flexible Permit Byelaw.
During the year the Bottom Towed Gear byelaw was replaced with a
new byelaw which prohibits bottom towed gear in the whole of the
Folkestone Pomerania MCZ in addition to the Thanet Coast SAC and
Essex Estuaries SAC. Following on from last year, the work being
carried out on European Marine Sites has been extensive. There are
315 gear/feature interactions occurring within European Marine Sites
within the KEIFCA district, and each of these requires a piece of work
to assess the impact of that fishing gear on that feature. KEIFCA are
progressing well with this work but it has meant that sometimes
decisions have had to be made on what work streams we then reduce
the priority on.
Bass has become a major work stream since the third quarter, and
officers continue to input into national discussions on management as
well as developing local solutions around nursery areas in the River
Medway and exploring the potential for other sites in the district.
Working groups have become a regular component of KEIFCA working
with local communities to find management solutions, especially within
MCZs; including the Blackwater, Crouch, Roach, Colne MCZ and Hythe
Bay pMCZ.
During 2014/15 Defra submitted its four year report into the conduct
and operation of IFCAs to Parliament. The outputs and
recommendations from this report have been taken into account and
will be incorporated, by working through the Association of IFCAs, into
how we proceed over the coming four years.

Achievements



















Introduced the Cockle Fishery Flexible Permit Byelaw for the cockle fishery outside of the TECFO
1994, implementing best practice from the TECFO and incorporating biosecurity measures whilst
at the same time reviewing approximately 10% of historic byelaws.
Introduced two emergency byelaws for the outside cockle fishery, biosecurity and gear type, to
enable the opening of the outside area cockle fishery for the first time in 4 years at the same time
as developing a completely new byelaw—a task which was both massive and challenging for both
the officers and the Authority.
Ran the largest ever enforcement operation by KEIFCA in running the cockle fishery—with almost
800 tonnes of cockles landed in the one week fishery.
Replaced the Bottom Towed Gear Byelaw created by KEIFCA in 2012 to protect Thanet Coast SAC
and Essex Estuaries SAC features with the Bottom Towed Fishing Gear Prohibition Byelaw. This
includes the original sites as well as the whole of the Folkestone Pomerania MCZ.
Worked at the forefront to establish NIMEG to coordinate and inform operational enforcement
practices between IFCAs, MMO and EA in line with the recommendations in the Defra report,
KEIFCA also provides the secretarial function for this group.
Reviewed all of the health and safety procedures across the organisation, which resulted in the
purchase of new equipment especially for use in enforcement and sea-going roles as well as new
office procedures, plus significant additional training across the organisation.
Held specific technical panels and Authority items relating to bass management, championed a
nursery areas programme, and talked to and informed a wide range of both local and national
interests to help drive bass management reform at both a national and local level.
Carried out a survey of the whole 284 square kilometres of the Blackwater, Crouch, Roach, Colne
MCZ to establish a baseline data set for oysters and oyster beds to inform management.
Completed first drafts of all 381 tests of likely significant effect for compliance and progress with
the European Marine Site work stream.
MPA working group meetings helped to deliver local progress relating to Folkestone Pomerania
MCZ and Hythe Bay.
Worked with University of St Mary’s, London to set-up a MSc looking at whelk population genetics
and set-up a PhD with University of Essex looking at Native Oyster restoration.
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Foreword

Welcome to this, the Annual Report of the fourth year of Kent and Essex IFCA following the success criteria set out in
guidance provided by Defra. The first four years have seen a rapid change from the previous SFC into the modern,
responsive and dynamic organisation that exists today and this is a result of the enormous efforts put in by the
members, officers and staff of the Authority.
The cockle fisheries within the KEIFCA district are some of the best examples of sustainable fisheries in Europe. Over the
past four years the cockle fishery outside of the TECFO 1994 has unfortunately remained closed due to concerns relating
to biosecurity risks from cockle fisheries in other parts of the country. For this year the Authority wanted to ensure that
all parts of the industry, both local and regional, could benefit from this resource and so introduced two emergency
byelaws which enabled the fishery to go ahead which led to the most vessels recorded taking part in the fishery and the
largest enforcement operation in KEIFCA history. At the same time, officers and members worked on a new permitting
byelaw to replace the old multi-byelaw legislation, this was signed by the Minister in the new year and is now in place
ready to manage this important fishery in the future, balancing the environmental impacts of the fishery with the
economic benefits to coastal communities.
This year we also took another huge step in marine conservation by introducing the first specific byelaw for management
of a Marine Conservation Zone by working with both the industry and environmental NGOs to create a solution
acceptable to both. Folkestone Pomerania MCZ was designated for the plethora of anthozoans, sponges and coral-like
organisms that exist on the seabed in that area. On the 6th March 2015 KEIFCA made a byelaw banning the use of
bottom towed fishing gear in the Folkestone Pomerania Marine Conservation Zone (MCZ). This is the first specific MCZ
byelaw in the country and one of the few MPAs where the whole site is closed to bottom towed gear. This adds to the
areas closed as part of the ‘red-risk sites’ EMS process last year and contributes to providing a valuable, sustainable and
robust resource for the future.
Bass is a major part of the income of many commercial vessels and charter vessels within the District and helps provide
some financial stability. This species has become a major work stream since the third quarter, and officers continue to
input into national discussions on management of bass as well as developing local solutions around nursery areas in the
River Medway and exploring the potential for other sites in the district. In December 2014, the management of sea bass
as an issue became a significant priority in the KEIFCA district, around the UK and across Europe as a whole. Officers
worked across the commercial and recreational sectors to be able to contribute locally important information to national
decision makers within Defra. Officers also began development of nursery areas across the district
which will benefit bass and the whole range of species which use our district for the early stages
of their life cycles.
Thankyou very much to all of the members, officers and staff of the
Authority, as well as our partners and stakeholders for all of the work
done this year. I look forward to working with you in the coming year and
beyond to address all of the challenges that come our way.
JOHN LAMB
KEIFCA Chair
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Introduction
Background
The Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 (MCAA 2009) introduced a new framework for managing the demands put
on our seas, and aimed to ensure clean, healthy, safe, productive and biologically diverse oceans and seas, by putting in place better systems for delivering sustainable development of the marine and coastal environment. Kent
and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority (KEIFCA) and the District for which it has responsibility
were established by the Secretary of State under sections 149 and 150 of MCAA 2009 and took on its full statutory
role from the 1st April 2011.
The Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority has clearly
defined duties to manage fisheries in a sustainable manner and conserve the
wider marine environment within the coastal waters of Kent and Essex. This
annual report provides information regarding how the Authority has fulfilled
its duties and reports on actions taken during this first year of operation which
contribute towards the Government’s Marine Policy Statement and defined
High Level Marine Objectives:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Achieving a sustainable marine economy
Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
Using sound science responsibly
Living within environmental limits
Promoting good governance

Although the Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009 provides the outline of
change, important detail has been added by the implementation of Orders and
Defra guidance documents. These documents include the IFCA vision statement, success criteria and high level objectives, as well as key outputs and
performance indicators; these have been used to assist in the development of
our priorities as an organisation for 2013-2014 (see www.kentandessexifca.gov.uk for documentation).
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Vision and Duties
Vision
The IFCAs have an agreed national vision, which sets out their
overall aim in sustainably managing the inshore marine
environment to achieve the intentions of the Marine and Coastal
Access Act 2009 and wider UK and EU marine legislation.
Duties

“Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authorities will lead, champion and
manage a sustainable marine
environment and inshore fisheries, by
successfully securing the right balance
between social, environmental and
economic benefits to ensure healthy seas,
sustainable fisheries and a viable
industry”

Domestic Legislation
The duties for Kent and Essex IFCA set out within the Marine and
Coastal Access Act, 2009 sections 153 and 154 are:
1) Kent and Essex IFCA must manage the exploitation of sea fisheries resources in its district, in doing so it must:
a) Seek to ensure that the exploitation of sea fisheries resources is carried out in a sustainable way.
b) Seek to balance the social and economic benefits of exploiting the sea fisheries resources of the district with the need to
protect the marine environment, or promote its recovery, from the effects of such exploitation.
c) Take any other steps which in the Authority’s opinion are necessary or expedient for the purpose of making a contribution
to the achievement of sustainable development.
d) Seek to balance the different needs of persons engaged in the exploitation of sea fisheries resources in the district.
2) Kent and Essex IFCA must also seek to ensure that the conservation objectives of any MCZ in the district are furthered.
In addition the Authority is also responsible for The Thames Estuary Cockle Fishery Order 1994 and the River Roach Oyster
Fishery Order 2013.
European Legislation
As defined as a ‘Competent and Relevant Authority’ the Kent and Essex IFCA is required to perform its duties in regard to:
• The ‘Habitats Directive’ Council Directive 92/43/EEC of 21 May 1992 on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild
fauna and flora
• The ‘Water Framework Directive’ Council Directive 2000/60/EC of 23 October 2000 establishing a framework for community
action in the field of water policy
• The ‘Marine Strategy Framework Directive’ Council Directive 2008/56/EC of 17 June 2008 establishing a framework for
community action in the field of marine environmental policy

4
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The Kent and Essex IFCA District
The Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Order 2010, section 3, defines the extent of both the
landward and seaward elements of the Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation District as
summarised.
• the combined areas of the relevant councils (the “basic area” of the district); and
• the sea adjacent to the basic area of the district within the boundaries specified to a distance of 6 nautical
miles from the 1983 baselines.
Seaward district boundaries
Kent & Essex IFCA district covers an area of over 3,412 km2, and extends from the east end of Rye Bay in
Kent to the northern boundary of Essex on
the River Stour. The seaward boundary
follows the 6 mile nautical limit measured
from the 1983 baseline, which, due to
drying sand banks, extends up to 15 miles
offshore at its furthest point.
Upstream district boundaries
The up-river KEIFCA boundary in the
Thames includes the waters adjacent to
Kent County Council and Thurrock Council,
with the district boundary running from
Dartford creek (River Darent) on the south
shore to Mar Dyke on the north shore.
District limits for other rivers and
estuaries located within the boundaries of
Kent and Essex are to their tidal limit
(including the Medway, Blackwater,
Crouch and Colne).
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Reporting on 2014-15 focus and priorities
Introduction
In the final year of the initial four-year period of IFCAs since progressing from a Sea
Fisheries Committee, we have faced an increased number of work streams which have
forced us to refocus our resources and challenge our priorities in response to a recognition
of the effectiveness and value of the IFCA model. KEIFCA has been at the centre of this,
rising to meet the significant challenge of the number and area of MPAs within our district
whilst introducing new byelaws for the management of established fisheries and carry on
the daily work of enforcement in changing legislative landscape.
Since 2010 the cockle fishery outside of the TECFO has been closed due to concerns relating
to unexplained mortalities in the Wash cockle fishery and their potential transfer to the
Thames. During this year, a huge amount of work went into getting this fishery open and
sustainable once more. Two emergency byelaws were introduced to address biosecurity and
gear type concerns for the October fishery which resulted in the largest ever enforcement
operation by KEIFCA to ensure the biosecurity measures were adhered to. At the same time,
the byelaw legislation which regulates the fishery was completely revised into a single
Cockle Fishery Flexible Permit Byelaw, which will ensure the fishery is stable and sustainable
in the future, this byelaw will regulate the fishery from 2015/16.
In December 2014, the management of sea bass as an issue became a significant priority in
the KEIFCA district, around the UK and across Europe as a whole. Officers worked across
the commercial and recreational sectors to be able to contribute locally important
information to national decision makers within Defra. Officers also began development of
nursery areas across the district which will benefit bass and the whole range of species
which use our district for the early stages of their life cycles.
Since 2013/14 we have been working to implement the Defra revised approach to fisheries
in European Marine Sites. During 2014/15 the focus was turned towards assessing the
impacts of the different types of fishing gear on each of the designated features within all 15
European Marine Sites within the KEIFCA district. This work is split into two distinct phases
with every occurring gear/feature interaction going through a ‘Test of Likely Significant
Effect’ before those which have been found to have a significant effect are assessed in a
much more rigorous process. During 2014/15 officers were diverted from other work
streams in order to undertake these TLSE’s, which total 381 separate gear/feature
interactions, and all of these were completed to a first draft level.
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The Folkestone Pomerania MCZ was designated in November 2013 and throughout 2014/15
officers worked on amending the Bottom Towed Gear byelaw to also provide protection to
Folkestone Pomerania MCZ. Folkestone Pomerania MCZ contains lots of fragile sponges and
anthozoans (part of the same family as corals and anemones) which extend above the
seabed and are therefore susceptible to damage from towed gear. The Bottom Towed
Fishing Gear (Prohibited Areas) Byelaw was made by the Authority on 6th March 2015 and
prohibits the use of bottom towed gear over the entire designated site.
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Hythe Bay was initially suggested as a ‘Tranche 1’ MCZ, however due to significant issues
surrounding the management of the site, the local fishing industry reliance on the area and
data confidence and gap requirements, the site was not designated and is currently a
potential tranche 3 site. Officers held a series of meetings, following the recommendations of
the MPA working group, to explore management solutions for the proposed site and carried
out extensive surveys of the site. A decision on future work is currently awaited from Defra.

Upon its creation, KEIFCA inherited over 70 byelaws from KESFC, Sussex SFC, Eastern SFC
and the Environment Agency as a result of an expanded district. During 2014/15, we
reviewed around 10% of these historic byelaws, starting with one of the most well known of
our fisheries—the cockle fishery. In introducing the Cockle Fishery Flexible Permit Byelaw, we
reviewed and revoked six KESFC byelaws and two Eastern SFC byelaws. In the near future,
far more of the historic byelaws will be reviewed and amended as necessary.
The revision of the Common Fisheries Policy by the EU started to be implemented this year
with the landing obligation (‘no discards’) being implemented for targeted pelagic fisheries.
The landing obligation is being phased in and at present has little impact on fishermen within
the district. However by 2019 the landing obligation will be in full force for all quota species
including the commercially important sole, cod and thornback ray fisheries. KEIFCA officers
have attended both training and community meetings so that we are in a position to
communicate changes to the industry over the coming months.
Throughout the past year, enforcement processes within KEIFCA have been revised and
further developed in order to ensure a high standard of communication and transference of
intelligence and information between officers and other agencies and authorities is achieved.
KEIFCA invests a lot of time in helping officers developing their enforcement skills. It is
imperative that officers have the understanding, confidence and conviction to make best use
of their powers, and have the procedures in place to assist the progress of communication of
intelligence and information between all officers, which leads to appropriate enforcement
objectives and actions. Officers have spent time carrying out joint working with Southern
IFCA to further develop enforcement knowledge, sharing and understanding as well as
attending IFCA and Royal Navy training course.
Over the year, we have started to learn just what the capacity of KEIFCA is and how much we
can take on before decisions have to be made on priorities, which sometimes leads to difficult
decisions being needed. A key component of our work has been talking to and working with
local communities to develop options for the vast range of fisheries and MPA issues in the
district as this is where we will find the most meaningful, lasting and effective management
solutions. Using the IFCA success criteria, major work streams were developed to lay out how
KEIFCA would meet the outputs and performance indicators laid out in the Defra guidance
and upon which Defra would report to Parliament.
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Defra Guidance for IFCAs
The vision for IFCAs encapsulates the core role of the new organisations; the success criteria outline what might be
expected of IFCAs in achieving the vision. Seven Success Criteria (SCs) and multiple High Level Objectives (HLOs) have
been developed for all ten Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities (IFCAs) within England. It is incumbent on
KEIFCA to meet these SC and HLOs in a manner which it sees fit and it is the priorities this guidance identifies that we
have used as priorities in our annual plan (the full guidance wording can be found at kentandessex-ifca.gov.uk).
Success Criteria
1) IFCAs have sound governance and staff are motivated and respected: Staff feel proud to w ork for their I FCA and have the training and
skills to deliver their Authority’s objectives in a professional, fair and consistent manner. They are supported by excellent leaders and managers, working
alongside engaged and effective Authorities. These Authorities are representative of the communities they serve and wider stakeholder interests; they have
the backing of constituent local authorities and provide the strategic direction to ensure the long-term sustainability of the marine environment in and around
their districts
2) Evidence based, appropriate and timely byelaws are used to manage the sustainable exploitation of sea fisheries resources within the
district: The decisions to introduce, amend or repeal byelaw s are evidence -based, timely, based on appropriate consultation and can be shown to
have a positive impact in line with their intended effect to manage, protect and promote the recovery of sea fisheries resources from the effects of
exploitation.
3) A fair, effective and proportionate enforcement regime is in place: A risk-based enforcement regime is in place, which is in line with the Regulators
Compliance Code, legislative requirements, and which makes IFCAs an efficient and fair enforcer, managing the exploitation of sea fisheries resources, using a
range of alternative enforcement methods and sanctions whose impact and effectiveness is regularly assessed and continually improved.
4) IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged with their stakeholders: I FCAs w ill w ork across boundaries, engaging effectively w ith Local and
Central Government, other Government bodies, other delivery bodies, industry and other NGOs, recreational users and individuals in the work that they do.
Through this partnership approach to working, IFCAs will deliver the socio-economic and environmental outcomes they were created for under the Marine and
Coastal Access Act .
5) IFCAs make the best use of evidence to deliver their objectives: I FCAs, by acquiring and sharing their ow n internal data and by seeking and
sharing those generated and recorded by others (including the MMO, Environment Agency, Natural England and CEFAS), will have access to the necessary
scientific, statistical and socio-economic information relating to inshore fishing and the marine environment to enable effective delivery of their duties.
6) IFCAs support and promote the sustainable management of the marine environment: I FCAs w ill deliver responsive and flexible
management of sea fisheries resources to meet local needs, in line with the legislative frameworks and guidance set by Central Government and others, such
as the Marine Policy Statement (in place from Spring 2011) and subsequent Marine Plans. In doing this, IFCAs will be able to show that they are having a
positive impact, leading to more sustainably exploited sea fisheries resources in their districts.
7) IFCAs are recognised and heard: Each I FCA, and I FC Authorities as a group, has a vision and
plan for future management of inshore fisheries and conservation. This will help them to be a recognised
“brand”, managing their public voice so that they are respected and trusted for the expertise they offer.

8
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Reporting Delivery of Priorities
The seven tables that follow, one for each nationally agreed success criteria, provide a detailed description of work
that has been undertaken during 2014/15 and planning for 2015/16. A glossary is included at the end of this
document.

1(2,3) The first number indicates the primary success criteria and the subsequent numbers, within the brackets,
indicate the secondary success criteria also addressed by the action.
1.4 indicates the High Level Objective at this action is directly meeting from Defra's IFCA monitoring and
evaluation framework targets
• indicates the intended date of completion for the action.

Objective completed

Significant progress made but
objective not completed

Minimal progress made
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Success Criterion 1: IFCAs have sound governance and staff are
motivated and respected — Achievements

Health and Safety Review
(Office Manager Debbie O’Shea)

KEIFCA has historically followed the terms and conditions of Kent County
Council in respect of its policies and terms and conditions. Following a
review of all policies we recognised that the Health & Safety policy
required to be revised and updated taking into account the specific
requirements of Kent & Essex IFCA. Working on and near the sea is
dangerous and as a result we have a duty to ensure that our staff are
able to carry out their roles and responsibilities in a safe manner. For this
reason KEIFCA undertook a major review of their Health & Safety policies
during 2014/15. Working with consultants we found areas where we could
improve on our procedures and identified additional training requirements
as well as improving the working environment for all staff.
As a result, the Authority developed a whole new health and safety policy
which recognises its health and safety responsibilities to provide a safe
and healthy environment for its staff and all persons affected by its
undertaking. This is based on providing safe environments, safe systems
of work, safe equipment and materials for use at work and ensuring that
all of our staff receive training and experience to be competent. The policy
also sets out the appropriate health and safety management systems,
arrangements and organisational structures to ensure adequate health
and safety for all people affected by KEIFCA’s operations.
All staff were involved in and consulted on the development of the policy
and as a result are confident of what is expected of them and aware of
the requirement to adhere to procedures and keeping up to date on their
training.

10
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Success Criterion 1: IFCAs have sound governance and staff are
motivated and respected — Achievements

Officers undertook the following training related to health and safety:

Confined spaces

Fire marshal training

Working at heights and ladder training

Manual handling training

Updated first aid for all officers

Quad bike training

Fire Awareness STCW95

All skippers updated commercial endorsement

Veecam (enforcement body-cameras) training

Updated sea survival

Case Study—RIB operations
Following a review of the risk assessments and procedures involved in
deploying the RIB to board vessels a decision was made to update and
upgrade the equipment worn by officers boarding at sea. Each officer has
been sized and issued with a Gecko helmet with a visor, dry suit with
attached steel toe boots and for colder weather a pair of neoprene gloves,
neck snood, balaclava, a thermal layer and socks.
The decision for this additional equipment over the two-piece flotation suits
previously used brings us in line with other IFCA’s around the country and
we have taken advice and adopted best practice from them before its
introduction. In the challenging environment in which boarding's take place
if an officer ended up in the water wearing this equipment, there is a much
greater chance of survival especially during colder months. Staff have been
wearing the gear during the summer of 2014/15 and learning about its
required maintenance and care as well as how to operate in the kit safely
during the warmer summer months.
11
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Success Criterion 1— Outputs
Quarter Completed

1

ONGOING ACTION: 1D) General admin e.g. Fill in
timesheets, filing, post, travel & expenses, purchase card
etc.

ONGOING ACTION: 1E) Budget Management - Handling invoices, Oracle Administration, compile budget,
budget meetings etc. Manage and coordinate funding applications e.g. EU

2016/2017

ONGOING ACTION: 1C) Continue staff training e.g.
Internal training, PACE course training, Sea tickets/
training, survey training (ATV training) etc.

2015/2016

1
1.4

1

12

ONGOING ACTION: 1B) Run and provide support for
Quarterly IFCA meetings and technical panel meetings.
Handbook for members.

Quarter 4

1

ONGOING ACTION: 1A) Facilitating staff matters Run current staff performance monitoring system. Run
quarterly staff meetings. Recruiting new staff. H&S reviews
etc.

Quarter 3

1
1.4

Action

Quarter 2

High Level Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

Outputs Completed

• • • • • •

•
•
•
•
•
•

Annual Staff appraisal documentation
Minutes from staff meetings
Managing the staff recruitment process
Review, adoption and implementation of H&S policy
Review and consultation with staff on terms of employment
1 x IFCO recruited

• • • • • •

•
•
•
•
•

Held 4 quarterly meetings with approved minutes
Held 1 technical panel meetings with approved minutes
Held 3 extraordinary Authority meeting with approved minutes
Undertook 37 action points arising from meetings
Admin staff maintain KEIFCA members handbook

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

Next steps

• 12 officers completed first aid training (July 2014)
• 12 officers completed manual handling training (September
2014)
• 12 officers completed working at heights training (January
2015)
• 2 members of staff completed fire marshal training (November
2014)
• 6 officers completed personal survival techniques training
(June/August 2014)
• 4 officers completed basic fire awareness training (May/Sept
2014)
• 2 officers undertook EUNIS training
• 1 officer completed RN enforcement training (December 2014)
• 1 officer undertook a science leadership course
• 1 officer completed a Yachtmaster theory course
• 1 officer completed the national IFC officer course (Feb 2015)
• 1 officer undertook enforcement training with SIFCA
• 1 officer completed ATV training (Sept 2014)
•
•
•
•

Approved budget with quarterly updates
Management of timesheets
Processed 63 travel and expenses claims
Processed 342 purchase card updates

• Approved budget with quarterly updates
• Processed 710 invoices
• Maintained and processed 13 oracle statements
• Held on-going internal budget planning and reviewing meetings
• Developed budget for FPV Nerissa
• Passed Audit

3
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Success Criterion 1— Outputs
Quarter completed

1
1.3

16

2016/2017

1 (5,6)
1.2
5.1
6.1

1H) Undertake Health and Safety review of key
operations

2015/2016

1

1G) Create and publish 2014-2015 annual plan

Quarter 4

1 (6)
1.1
6.1

ONGOING ACTION: 1F) W ork w ith all I FCAs,
MMO, EA, NE and CEFAS to deliver national training
opportunities.

Quarter 3

1 (3)
1.4
3.2

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

Outputs Completed

●

• Draft annual plan submitted to Authority (Jan 2015)
• Annual plan sent to Secretary of State and uploaded on
website.

●

• Work with IFCA training group to coordinate national
training (attending meetings and comment on national
plans)
• Staff attend IFCA and MMO training

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Next steps

• Contracted consultant RPS to assess existing policies and
assessments and provide guidance
• Completed noise testing on both patrol vessels
• staff training in a range of H&S areas
• Had electrical inspections carried out on both Ramsgate
and Brightlingsea offices
• Had fire safety inspections on both premises
• Created internal H&S processes and procedures
• Updated and improved risk assessments and COSHH assessments
• Consulted with staff on new H&S policies
• New H&S policies ratified by Authority (March 2015)
• Draft annual report submitted to Authority (September
2014)

1I) Create and publish 2014-2015 annual report

1J) Contribution and co-operation with Defra 4-year
IFCA report on conduct and operations

●

●

●

●

●

• Defra officers attended Authority meeting to outline process to members
• Defra officers met with KEIFCA staff to discuss process
and KEIFCA achievements and issues during the period

3
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Success Criterion 2: Evidence based, appropriate and timely
byelaws are used to manage the sustainable exploitation of sea
fisheries — Achievements

Cockle Fishery Management
(ACIFCO Dominic Bailey)

For over 20 years the cockle fishery in the Thames estuary has been
primarily managed by firstly Kent and Essex SFC and now KEIFCA
legislation. The district contains two main fisheries, that which is
controlled by the Thames Estuary Cockle Fishery Order 1994
(TECFO) and that outside of the TECFO. Whilst the fishery inside the
TECFO is only worked by 14 licensed vessels, the fishery outside of
it is a permitted fishery which does not have a limit on the possible
number of boats working it. Over the years the numbers have
varied and the fishery has been open between 1 week and a month
each year.
In 2010, the fishery was not opened due to high, unexplained
mortality issues in the Wash cockle fishery. As a large number of
the vessels which work the fishery travel down from the Wash to do
so and the mortality cause was not known, KESFC made a decision
to keep the fishery closed for that year until more information was
known about the cause and whether it could be transmitted to the
Thames. Unfortunately, for the next three years no further definite
information was forthcoming despite work undertaken by Eastern
IFCA, KEIFCA and Cefas. As a result, the fishery remained closed
between 2010 and 2013.
For the 2013 fishery, officers were asked to explore the potential for
voluntary biosecurity measures for the fishery. After consultation
with fishermen, commissioning a report on biosecurity risk
management in cockles and significant discussions, the Authority
felt that whilst the suggested measures were very good, they
needed to be directly enforceable. As a result the Authority asked
officers to revise the entire legislation for the cockle fishery outside
of the TECFO to introduce a new byelaw for the 2014 fishery.

14
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Success Criterion 2: Evidence based, appropriate and timely
byelaws are used to manage the sustainable exploitation of sea
fisheries — Achievements

Since the early 1990’s the fishery had been managed by a suite of
byelaws relating to a permit, closures, total allowable catch,
construction of gear, size of vessel and approval of fishing gear.
With the requirement to now introduce biosecurity into the byelaw
system, it was felt that replacing all of these pieces of legislation
with a single overarching byelaw would make the legislative
landscape far clearer for fishermen and enable the Authority to
learn from the best practice knowledge it had gained from operating
both this fishery and the TECFO.
It was initially intended that the new byelaw would enable the
opening of the cockle fishery in October 2014 however, due to
unforeseen legislative circumstances the byelaw was not ready in
time. As a result the Authority used its power to make an
emergency byelaw, for the purposes of biosecurity management of
the fishery to enable the fishery to take place. On the 29th
September 2014 the Authority held an extraordinary meeting to
make the new Cockle Fishery Flexible Permit Byelaw which was
signed by the Minister on 10th February 2015 to come into force
immediately.
Making this byelaw achieved several important outcomes, firstly it
ensures that the cockle fishery outside of the TECFO is now
managed by a modern piece of legislation which is legally robust
and can adapt to the needs of the fishery in the future. Secondly it
allowed KEIFCA to implement the best practice which it had
developed over twenty years of management of two cockle
fisheries. Thirdly, the cockle fishery is an extremely resource
intensive fishery to administer and enforce, the new byelaw allows
KEIFCA to operate a cost recovery mechanism to cover this. Finally,
it allowed the Authority to update just under 10% of its historic
byelaws.

3
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Success Criterion 2 — Outputs

Quarter completed

2016/2017

ONGOING ACTION 2C) European Marine Site work
stream: Undertake an assessment to rationalise the
need for management to protect the designated features of European Marine Sites. (SHARED OBJECTIVE:

2015/2016

2 (6)
2.1
6.4

ONGOING ACTION: 2B) Byelaw Administration
e.g. Arranging advertising, managing the byelaw process, seeking legal opinion etc

Quarter 4

2
2.1

Quarter 3

2

ONGOING ACTION: 2A) Cockle Administration
e.g. producing, collating & sending out licence info &
licences, and permits. Arranging and managing cockle
industry meetings

Quarter 2

Action

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

• • • • •

DEFRA, MMO and NE)

2
2.1
2.2

2 (6)
2.1
6.3
6.4

16

2D) Byelaw review process work stream: Continue the
series of technical panels reviewing the appropriateness of current byelaws and using the process of developing species management plans to evaluate future
KEIFCA management options.

2E) W ork w ith partners and stakeholders to develop management options and action plans for the
public oyster stocks in Essex(MCZ)

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Processed 93 cockle permit and 14 licence applications
• Produced 4 update letters (including closure notices)
• Held industry meeting to discuss management measures
for cockle fishery (May 2014)
• Processed 3 Seed Mussel Letters of consent
• Produced 1 update letters
• Processed 39 whelk permit applications
• Developed cockle permitted fishery byelaw (held technical
panel, processed stakeholder questionnaires, sort legal
opinion) for approval by Secretary of State
• Identified all potential interactions between fishing gear
and sub-features in the 14 European Marine Sites within
the district
• Drafted 333 tests of likely significant effect for seven EMS
as the first stage of the Habitat Regulation Assessment
process
• Worked in collaboration with MMO, Eastern IFCA and
Sussex IFCA to assess the five EMS which straddle management boundaries
• Agreed with Natural England priorities for assessments of
EMS sites
• Notes, actions and definitions developed at byelaw review
meeting, agreed by full Authority (May 2014).

• • • • •

• • • • •

• Ran a stakeholder questionnaire and stakeholder meeting,
• Attended 5 Essex-NORI meetings
• Consulted with industry on specific of legislation and discussed potential options
• Carried out oyster surveys and pilot harrowing with industry
• Explored options for habitat restoration including laying of
cultch

3

Success Criterion 2 — Outputs

Quarter completed

• • • • • •

• • • •

2 (6)
2.1
6.1
6.4
5.1

27

2H) M P A netw ork w ork stream: Develop w ording
for legislative management measures for site and undertake and Impact Assessment of the proposed legislation. (SHARED OBJECTIVE: DEFRA, MMO and NE)

2016/2017

2015/2016

2G) Common Fisheries Policy Workstream: Engage
and contribute to CFP reform process

Quarter 4

2
2.1
2.2

2F) Byelaw review process w ork stream: Review
inherited byelaws, beginning with byelaws less likely to
be affected by CFP reform

Quarter 3

2

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

• • • •

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Existing 6 cockle byelaws and 2 emergency byelaws replaced by Cockle Flexible Permitting byelaw incorporating
best practice learnt from TECFO1994. This reviewed approximately 10% of historic byelaws.
• Species Management Plan work stream progress was
reduced due to continued large workload relating to European Marine Sites
• Training and familiarisation undertaken by 3 officers with
MMO.
• Defra-led industry meeting attended
• Continued discussion at NIMEG (National Inshore Marine
Enforcement Group) as to reform implementation and
timeframes
• Further work on ensuring KEIFCA byelaws are CFP reform
compatible have been delayed due to lack of guidance on
implementation of CFP reform measures.

These actions will
be taken forward
into next years
Annual Plan

• Bottom Towed Gear byelaw replaced by Bottom Towed
Fishing Gear (Prohibited Areas) Byelaw which includes the
original EMS and also now the whole of the Folkestone
Pomerania MCZ.

3
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Success Criterion 3: A fair, effective and proportionate
enforcement regime is in place — Achievements

Financial Administrative Penalties
(FAPs)
(IFCO Angharad Purcell)

Financial Administrative Penalties (FAPs)
are one level of the KEIFCA enforcement
framework. A FAP is a fine, of up to
£10,000, imposed for the contravention of
EU Fisheries Legislation or KEIFCA Byelaws,
without having to go to court.

As an additional tool within the enforcement framework for the
IFCA, FAP’s aim to ensure compliance with EU Legislation and
local byelaws and protect the public interest by providing
‘another option’ in certain circumstances. This particular
enforcement approach provides a local and accessible system
avoiding the need for more costly and time consuming
enforcement actions such as prosecution and instead help to
‘speed up the system’ to reduce costs and time pressures.

The penalty will only be offered where there
is evidence of a committed offence
sufficient to proceed with a court case, and
is an alternative to prosecution in certain
circumstances. There are however,
situations where a FAP will not be issued,
such as offences concerning obstruction of
officers in the course of conducting their
duties, or in cases of repeated offending.
The overarching goal of FAP’s within the
KEIFCA enforcement framework is to
encourage compliance and thus reduce and
ideally prevent non-compliance with the
established legislation within the district. It
aims to be responsive, proportionate, just
and fair.
In order to achieve this, KEIFCA ensure
there are timely resolutions of any noncompliance. The amount of the fine offered
should be proportionate to specific,
identified risk and reflect the public
interests protected by the legislation, and
the seriousness of the contravention.

18
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Success Criterion 3: A fair, effective and proportionate
enforcement regime is in place — Achievements

Risk-based Enforcement
(IFCO Angharad Purcell)

Throughout the past year, enforcement processes within KEIFCA have
been revised and further developed in order to ensure a high
standard of communication and transfer of intelligence and
information between officers and other agencies and authorities is
achieved.
KEIFCA are utilising a risk based approach in fisheries management.
This risk based approach allows officers to make best use of available
resources and take into account any emerging trends in fishing
activities when planning sea and shore patrols, alongside planning for
larger operations such as the management and enforcement of
TECFO.
Verbal warnings, written warnings, formal cautions, FAP’s and
prosecutions are all being used as part of KEIFCA enforcement
development as deterrents for any offenders.
The risk based enforcement framework is used to identify potentials
fishing activity risks within the district, and by using a matrix scoring
system, appropriate enforcement action can be established.
KEIFCA officers have maintained working partnerships with
neighbouring IFCAs and MMO, enabling efficient use of enforcement
resources and successful convictions through joint operations. These
high level relationships are continually being developed with officers
attending enforcement planning meetings with partner organisations
and IFCAs.
NIMEG was established to promote best practice in operational
enforcement and allow organisations to work better together. KEIFCA
provide the secretary function for this group and have been actively
involved since the start and instrumental in its creation.
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Success Criterion 3 — Outputs
Quarter completed

•

2016/2017

• •

•

2015/2016

ONGOING ACTION: 3C) Risk-based enforcement work
stream: Enforcement sea; patrols and inspections

• •

•

Quarter 4

3

ONGOING ACTION: 3B) Risk-based enforcement work
stream: Maintain vessels and equipment capable of carrying out sea based surveillance and enforcement as
required by KEIFCA risked-based enforcement strategy.

• •

Quarter 3

3

ONGOING ACTION: 3A) Risk-based enforcement work
stream: Enforcement management; Analysing enforcement data, producing, collating & sending enforcement
reports, Compiling case files, Attending court etc.

3

• • •

• • •

• • •

3
3.1

ONGOING ACTION: 3D) Risk-based enforcement work
stream: Maintain land based equipment (van etc) capable of carrying out surveillance and enforcement as required by KEIFCA risked-based enforcement strategy.

• •

•

• • •

3

ONGOING ACTION: 3E) Risk-based enforcement work
stream: Enforcement land; shore patrols and inspections

• •

•

• • •

3 (1)
3.2
1.5

20

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

ONGOING ACTION: 3F) Risk-based enforcement work
stream: Run in house staff enforcement training program

•

• • •

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Held enforcement tactical meetings with senior IFCO where
enforcement targets and priorities were discussed and plans
made.
• Operational plans were developed for high risk fisheries,
with training/risk assessments developed when required.
• 18 Offence notices issued
• 11 Seizure notices issued
• 18 Verbal rebriefs
• 4 Written warnings issued
• 2 Cautions issued
• 2 FAPs issued
• 1 case prosecuted
• Regular vessel maintenance (vessels undergoing annual
refit and hull painting).
• All equipment on vessels maintained to high standards

• 119 sea patrols were undertaken (54 Ken Green 65
Tamesis)
• 52 commercial vessels were inspected (47 Ken Green 5
Tamesis)
• 4 hobby vessels were inspected (2 Ken Green 2 Tamesis)
• 27 non-boarding inspections (2 Ken Green 25 Tamesis)
• 37 sets of fixed gear inspected (1 Ken Green 36 Tamesis)
• Assistant Chief IFCO in charge of enforcement management
• Hilux trucks used to carry out enforcement and help carry
out enforcement and intelligence duties as well as move
seized fishing gear.
• All notices and legislation packs and website updated with
new IFCA legislation and KEIFCA byelaws

• 136 land patrols were undertaken (41 Kent 95 Essex)
• 485 inspections (126 Kent 359 Essex)
• New officers undertook and passed test set by all warranted
officers.
• All officers continued to make progress against personal
progress sheet targets.
• Annual 2-day in house enforcement training course
• MMO-led CFP training undertaken by 3 officers and disseminated to staff

3

Success Criterion 3 — Outputs
Quarter completed

3H) Risk-based enforcement work stream: To attend
IFCA and MMO meetings reviewing risk registers, intelligence systems and enforcement processes

3
3.1
5.3

3I) Risk-based enforcement work stream: To construct and maintain an internal enforcement management system and to use this to inform tactical meetings

3 (1)
3.2
1.5

3J) Risk-based enforcement work stream: Work with
MMO to develop training within the Skills for Justice
framework

3
3.1

3K) Common Fisheries Policy Workstream: Engage
and contribute to CFP reform process and prepare for
implementing new legislation.

2016/2017

3
3.1
6.4

2015/2016

3G) Risk-based enforcement work stream: To manage
the vessel replacement process and oversee new vessel build.

Quarter 4

3 (5,6)
3.1
5.3
6.3
6.4

Quarter 3

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

• • • • •

• • • • •

• • • • •

• • • •

• • • • •

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• 5 visits to Blyth Workcats & Mantsbrite to discuss vessel
spec and build progress
• Due to delays in finalising GURIT vessel hull design details, and obtaining Lloyds approval for the hull structure,
moulding of the hull did not commence until July 2014
• 3 Change Control Notices have now been signed.
• To date have paid 85% of payments with a 0.5% discount
for prompt payment.
• NIMEG established and 2 NIMEG meetings attended with
ACIFCO in position of Secretary to establish joint working
practices and common ground in enforcement process and
operational enforcement between MMO, EA and IFCAs.
• Quarterly reporting to Authority on enforcement outcomes including FAP’s and prosecutions.
• Introduction of IR’s to officers daily work as a method to
record and transmit information through the organisation
and create intelligence profiles.
• Weekly planning and enforcement meetings have been
introduced to enable clearer tasking and planning of enforcement activities
• MCSS use is being increased to ensure that enforcement
data is entering the national system.
• ACIFCO taken role as one of the national training assessors under the Skills for Justice programme being developed jointly by MMO and IFCA’s through the National Training Group.
• National Training Group reporting through NIMEG to COG
and pilot training should be undertaken in the next year.
• Joint MMO and IFCA training undertaken by officers.
• Defra-led industry meeting attended.
• Regular discussion with industry to keep them up to date
with progress of CFP reform issues.
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Success Criterion 4: IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged
with their stakeholders — Achievements

Summary of Outcomes for Association of IFCAs
(AIFCA)

The Association has delivered against the 2014/15
Annual Plan. Some key deliverables are summarized as
follows:
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Worked with Defra and the IFCAs to secure an
additional £300k of revenue for 2015/16.
Ensured IFCAs were consulted on marine policy
issues and in particular MPA designation and the
delivery programme at an early stage as
appropriate.
Raised the profile of the IFCAs and represented the
IFCAs at national policy meetings
Delivered legal advice on Defra’s “revised
approach” to delivering Habitats Directive in
European Marine Sites
Regular updates for Directors and wider IFCAs on
forthcoming issues and legislation changes.
The Association now employs an Administrative
Assistant two days per week which greatly
increases the capacity to deliver against its vision.
The Association project managed £417k Defra EMS
capital funding project and produced an end of
project report.
Developed a communication plan including: Regular
updates of the website – providing a shop front for
the IFCAs.
Production and dissemination of the guide to IFCAs
leaflet – over 300 distributed at the Coastal Future
conference
Outperformed stand-still budget.

This Year
2014/15 represented a strong year for the
Association with additional capital and revenue
funding from Defra secured. The Association
Members Forum continued to attract top team
colleagues from partner organisations and the
Minister (George Eustice) attended the
December meeting, announcing the additional
£300k revenue funds to assist the IFCAs in
achieving the well managed network of Marine
Protected Areas by the end of 2016.
This year also saw the completion of the reappointment and recruitment of the MMO
appointees to the IFCA committees, a process
that proved to be challenging but ultimately
largely successful. Defra also chose to use the
“tripartite” meetings set up to facilitate this
process between Defra, MMO and IFCAs to
launch a review of joint working between the
IFCAs and the MMO. Initial work suggests that
the IFCAs strongly believe that there is
considerable room for improvement and the
Association looks forward to taking an active
role with the IFCAs to take this forward.

3

Success Criterion 4: IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged
with their stakeholders — Achievements

The Way Forward
The Association is now in a strong position to represent the IFCAs into the future. The aims and objective set out in
the 2012/13 remain the bedrock of the Association going forward but the issue of long term sustainable funding is
now firmly at the top of the Associations agenda. The Association has to date secured an additional £703k Defra
funding plus the £3bn extension to New Burdens funding but recognises that funding beyond 2016 is problematic
with the election in May 2015.

Sustainable funding of the IFCA model post 2015. With the Defra Comprehensive spending review coupled
with the cessation of the “New Burdens” Defra funding, adequate funding for the IFCAs beyond April 2016
becomes a top priority

The Association is assisting in implementing the recommendations in the 2015 Ministerial four yearly report to
parliament.

The Association is project managing the new 2015 revenue spend of £300k and co-ordinating the IFCA
bidding process

The Association is purchasing a sonar camera system for £90k with an additional £70k contribution received
from Defra.

Continue to represent IFCAs across national projects

28
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Success Criterion 4: IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged
with their stakeholders — Achievements

Blackwater, Crouch, Roach, Colne MCZ Oyster
Management
(IFCO Joss Wiggins)

Work on meeting KEIFCA responsibilities, regarding the
restoration of native oysters and oyster beds, within
the designated BCRC MCZ has continued. This has
included stock surveys, evaluation of restoration
options, engagement with stakeholders and close
working with Natural England.
A second annual stakeholder workshop was held in
November 2014 attended by 28 representatives of
industry, regulators and conservation groups as well as
individuals with an interest in oyster restoration. The
workshop produced informed debate and support for
the progress made during the past year. At this
workshop it was agreed to formally name this
stakeholder project the “Essex – Native Oyster
Restoration Initiative” (Essex-NORI) for which KEIFCA
provide the Secretary. Discussion concluded support for
an expansion of the Essex NORI working group that will
meet 4 times per year.
The working group met regularly during 2014/15 and
considered options for restoration concluding that
human intervention will be necessary. The group has
worked on an application for grant funding to trial the
laying of cockle shell cultch and harrowing during 2016.
The Essex- NORI terms of reference and constitution
have now been agreed by the Working Group and
KEIFCA are in the process of assisting with the setting
up of a website.

2
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Success Criterion 4: IFCAs work in partnership and are engaged
with their stakeholders — Achievements

A joint oyster bed survey, working with a local industry vessel, was undertaken in June 2014.
A meeting was held in September 2014, with invitations to the local oyster industry and wider fishing industry to
explain proposed actions for oyster restoration and seek the views of the industry. The general response was
supportive of the proposals although inevitably some concerns were expressed which indicate the need to continue
to involve the local oyster industry at the forefront of decision making and keep all others informed.
Further consideration has been given to future sustainable management of oyster stocks once recovery has been
achieved. Industry have been consulted regarding byelaw options for management. Consideration of options is
currently on-going.
The prohibition on harvesting native oysters from the public grounds within the MCZ was continued for a third year.
Again restricted fishing was permitted for only two weeks during the year when only a small amount of harvesting
took place.
During July 2014 three vessels undertook, on a voluntary basis, the cleaning of cultch via chain harrowing within a
1km² area to the south of Mersea Island. This was undertaken so as to increase the chances of a successful spat
settlement. Monitoring of this site will assess the effectiveness of these actions.
Requests were received from industry to allow further oyster dredging in the Ray Channel area which it was said
would benefit cleaning the ground to receive new oyster spat. Concerns regarding any further removal of remaining
oysters are being considered and whether KEIFCA could support further trial chain harrowing without the removal of
oysters.

28
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Success Criterion 4 — Outputs

Quarter completed

2016/2017

2015/2016

Quarter 4

4
4.2

ONGOING ACTION: 4A) External M eetings P artnership coordination; attend meetings with national
partners (MMO, NE, CEFAS, EA, other IFCAs). Meetings primarily focusing on national policy. (SHARED

Quarter 3

4 (7)
4.2
7.1

Quarter 2

Action

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

• • • • • •

Outputs Completed

•
•
•
•

Next steps

11 MPA/MCZ meetings attended
Local and national Fisheries meetings attended
8 AIFCA and Chief Officers Group meetings
9 other national planning and liaison meetings

OBJECTIVE: MMO)

ONGOING ACTION: 4B) Consultations/
Correspondence; replies to national partners e.g. MMO
licences, policy consultation on legislation, information
requests asking for KEIFCA stats for national purposes.

• • • • • •

• 56 Consultations processed
• Local and national information requests and replies processed

(SHARED OBJECTIVE: MMO)

4 (7)
4.1
7.1

4 (7)
4.2
7.2

ONGOING ACTION: 4C) I mplement Memoranda
of Understanding (MoUs) agreements with key partners and review local agreements. (SHARED OBJECTIVE:

• MoUs with EA, MMO, NE and CEFAS signed and key actions taken forward.

• • • • • •

MMO)

ONGOING ACTION: 4D) M aintain KEI FCA database of stakeholders. Implement preferred option.
Update list every 6 months.

• • • • • •

4 (7)
4.2
7.2

26

ONGOING ACTION 4E) Maintain and update
KEIFCA website taking on-board feedback from users.

• • • •

• Database maintained and expanded, now containing 1509
contacts across our work areas.
• Database used to help support quarterly e-bulletin and
help identify key stakeholders for IFCA consultations and
advertising of byelaws.

• Launch of website in April 2014 with mobile version.
• Key KEIFCA documents on website
• Species information
• Authority meetings on website—agendas, papers and
minutes

3

Success Criterion 4 — Outputs

Quarter completed

2016/2017

• • • •

2015/2016

Quarter 4

28

4F) Develop and run a stakeholder feedback process concentrating on effectiveness of communication
strategy

Quarter 3

4 (7,1)
4.2
7.2
1.6

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Feedback is routinely monitored from both the e-bulletins
and the website.
• Metrics from the website are recorded and reported to the
Authority at quarterly meetings

3
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Success Criterion 5: IFCAs make the best use of evidence to
deliver their objectives: — Achievements

European Marine Sites—Habitat Regulations Assessments (HRAs)
(LSCO Dr Jane Heywood)

In 2012, Defra introduced a revised approach to managing fisheries
within EMS in order to bring fisheries in line with other activities
occurring within EMS. A risk-based matrix of all fishing activities and sub
-features of EMS was compiled by various national stakeholders (NE,
JNCC, MMO, IFCAs) and the risk of impact of fishing activities on subfeatures was colour coded, red, amber and green. High risk ‘red’
interactions were managed first, with the Kent and Essex bottom towed
gear byelaw introduced in 2014 to protect fragile chalk reef and sea
grass.
In 2014-2015 work focussed on assessing the lower risk amber and
green interactions between fishing gear and EMS sub-features. There
are 13 EMS in the Kent and Essex district which produced a total of 1648
interactions that required assessment. A large proportion of officer’s
time was spent in 2014-2015, initially prioritising the amber and green
interactions, based on risk and then grouping activities and sub-features
where appropriate to carry out tests of likely significant effect. Data
gathering and analysis were also key to provide the evidence required
for the assessments. All of the 1648 interactions were assessed at the
first stage by the end of 2014-2015. This produced a total of 366
documents of tests of likely significant effect. These were submitted to
NE for review and approval.

For interactions where there is insufficient evidence to ascertain if the
fishing activity is damaging the feature or if it is deemed likely to have a
significant effect, a second, more in-depth, assessment stage is
required; an appropriate assessment. From the results of the 366 tests
of likely significant effect, 26 appropriate assessments are required and
these are due to be completed by the end of 2015. All of the EMS work
has involved close working with key stakeholders, primarily NE, MMO,
NGO’s and the fishing industry, either through the Kent and Essex IFCA
MPA working group or via targeted meetings.
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Success Criterion 5: IFCAs make the best use of evidence to
deliver their objectives: — Achievements

Marine Conservation Zones
(LSCO Dr Jane Heywood)

Native oysters (Ostrea edulis) are a feature of
the Blackwater, Crouch, Roach, Colne MCZ and
in August 2014, Kent and Essex IFCA undertook
an extensive dredge survey covering all of the
public fishing grounds in the MCZ. The
abundance and distribution of native oysters and
other competitor and predator species (e.g.
slipper limpets, Pacific oysters and starfish) were
recorded along with the amount of cultch (dead
shell) available for oysters to attach to. This
survey provided a more detailed and
comprehensive dataset for native oysters in the
MCZ and will be used to target further native
oyster population surveys and to inform any
future management.
In 2014-2015, links were formed with
researchers at the University of Essex and a
successful funding proposal was written and
submitted for a PhD project to examine native
oyster restoration methods in the BCRC MCZ.
The funding will cover a stipend for the student
for 3.5 years plus £8000 towards research and
training costs and is provided via the ENVEAST
NERC doctoral training partnership. The new PhD
student will be co-supervised by the LSCO at
Kent and Essex and will start the project in
October 2015.
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Success Criterion 5 — Outputs
Quarter completed

2016/2017

ONGOING ACTION: 5C) Cockle and mussel surveys from land and sea; undertaking Appropriate Assessment surveys, analysing cockle data, producing,
survey management, obtaining equipment, maintaining equipment etc. collating & sending cockle reports.

2015/2016

5
5.3

ONGOING ACTION: 5B) M aintain land based
equipment (ATVs etc.) capable of assessing key habitats and stocks identified in research strategy

Quarter 4

5
5.3

ONGOING ACTION: 5A) M aintain vessels and
equipment capable of assessing key habitats and
stocks identified in research strategy.

Quarter 3

5
5.3

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Regular vessel maintenance (vessel undergoing annual
refit and hull painting).
• Survey equipment, grabs and cameras regularly maintained.
• Launch of website in April 2014 with mobile version.
• Key KEIFCA documents on website
• Species information
• Authority meetings on website—agendas, papers and
minutes
• ATVs undergo quarterly maintenance before each survey
trip. ATVs traded in every year to ensure safety and reliability.
• Cockle survey equipment assessed and if needed replaced
before each survey.

• 4 shore based cockle surveys (16 days)
• 3 sea based cockle surveys (13 days)
• Production of cockle papers for statutory meetings.
• Production and completion of appropriate assessment for
Essex Estuaries SAC and EMS.
• Production of April 2015 cockle report

(SHARED OBJECTIVE: NE)

5 (2,6)
5.2
5.3
2.1
6.3
6.4

5 (2,3)
5.2
2.1
3.1

5 (6)
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5.1

ONGOING ACTION: 5D) To maintain and update
partner data agreements (MoU or other forms of
agreement) to inform management policy decisions
and demonstrate that the best available qualityassured evidence is used appropriately in decision
making

ONGOING ACTION: 5E) Fishing Activity M apping

ONGOING ACTION 5F) W rite annual KEI FCA research report 2013-14 / annual KEIFCA research plan
2014-2015

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

• • • • • •

• New charting data purchased to improve GIS presentation and suitability for informing management.
• Data received from NE and partner organisations to inform MPA HRA process including seabed mapping and modelling
• Survey methodology and data recording has been updated where applicable to align with national standard methodologies and comply with MEDIN data standards.
• Collected, collated and reviewed data from both patrol
vessels.
• Fishing activity GIS maps have been produced and are
regularly updated to inform management.

• Lead Scientific and Conservation officer in charge of strategic KEIFCA research reports (Jan 2014)
• Annual research outputs incorporated into Annual Report
• The annual research plan for 2014-2015 has been produced.
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Success Criterion 5 — Outputs
Quarter completed

2016/2017

2015/2016

Quarter 4

Quarter 3

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

5 (4,7)
5.3
4.2
7.2

ONGOING ACTION 5G) Run the I nforming the
Future (ItF) project

• • • • • •

5 (6)
5.1
5.3
6.3

5H) Undertake W helk research project that evaluates methods of assessing Whelk stocks in KEIFCA
district.

• • • •

5 (6)
5.1
5.3
6.3
6.4

5 (4,7)
5.1
4.2
7.2
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5I) Marine Conservation Zone work stream: Work with
partners to deliver a project that assesses oyster habitat and oyster stocks in the Blackwater, Crouch, Roach
and Colne Estuaries MCZ

5J) KEIFCA Angling work stream: Review Sea Angling
activity surveys in the district and the ability of KEIFCA
to carry on the surveys after Sea Angling 2012 project
has completed (action from the Angling strategy).

• • • • • •

• • • •

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Informing the Future has been continued and is now a
regular activity within Kent. Expanding this project into
Essex continues to be an ambition subject to a suitable
liaison officer.
• MSc student from Queen Mary University carrying out
research for KEIFCA into population genetics
• Officers and staff carrying out data analysis on catch return data from Whelk Permit Byelaw
• CEFAS and Bangor University currently carrying out aging
analysis of whelks sampled by KEIFCA earlier in the year
• A questionnaire was circulated to all whelk permit holders
to gather information and views on the state of the fishery and the current management.
• An extensive native oyster population and distribution
survey was carried out in August 2014.
• 4 Essex NORI working group meetings attended by both
the Project Officer and the ACIFCO.
• Grant funding application written by ENORI to submit to
Veolia Water for cultch laying trials.
• PhD funding was applied for in collaboration with Essex
University.

• Telephone surveys were trialled at the start of the year
with anglers and tackle shops contacted. Feedback from the
angling community however was that this wasn’t returning
representative information
• Fishing Activity Mapping was carried out as a pilot study
for recreational fishing. This will be trialled at a larger scale
in the future.
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Success Criterion 6: IFCAs support and promote the sustainable
management of the marine environment — Achievements

Folkestone Pomerania
(CIFCO Dr William Wright)

On the 6th March 2015 KEIFCA made a byelaw banning the use of bottom
towed fishing gear in the Folkestone Pomerania Marine Conservation Zone
(MCZ). This is the first specific MCZ byelaw in the country and one of the few
MPAs where the whole site is closed to bottom towed gear.
Folkestone Pomerania MCZ, was designated in November 2013 and is located
approximately 6 km from the south-east Kent coastline and covers an area of
approximately 33.6km2. The soft muddy areas within the MCZ support ross
worm reefs and honeycomb worm reefs. Ross worms and Honeycomb worms
build tubes from sand and shell fragments and the tubes of large numbers of
the worms can form reefs. These worm-built reefs are important because they
provide a complex seascape with hard surfaces and nooks and crannies that
provide a home for a wide range of species. A greater variety of marine life is
found associated with reefs than on other similar areas of the seabed.
The north of the site consists of exposed rock ledges and boulder-strewn
platforms that support large, rich communities with rare fragile sponges and
Anthozoans. Anthozoans are a group of soft slow growing animals with
feathery tentacles that live in colonies which in turn help support species, like
sea squirts and sea anemones, which live under and amongst them. This mix
of habitats is not known to occur elsewhere in the south-east area and this
MCZ is one of only two in the country that protect honeycomb worm reefs.
From autumn 2014 KEIFCA ran meetings with local fishing communities and
conservation NGOs to discuss the management options for this site. Although
not as heavily fished as other local areas, fishermen have widely supported
this management approach and the management of this site. Through this
dialog KEIFCA has managed to get agreement from all parties to support the
option of introducing a byelaw banning all bottom-towed gear use over the
whole site.
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Success Criterion 6: IFCAs support and promote the sustainable
management of the marine environment — Achievements

Hythe Bay

(CIFCO Dr William Wright)

During 2014-15 KEIFCA has spent a lot of time and resources trying to develop the management of Hythe Bay. Since
the Minister’ press statement in March 2014 regarding the site the KEIFCA MPA working group included the site in its
recommendations that the Hythe Bay site should be taken forward as a high priority issue.
Over a 6 month period, officers, Authority members, fishermen and NGOs have spent a considerable time to try and
develop a balanced solution for the site. The current proposal would ban all bottom towed gear apart from light
trawls (as defined using key metrics) over the whole of the bay as well as providing a 2km2 area of no bottom towed
gear at all to assess the impact of the light weight trawls used by the local fishermen. There would also be a
requirement for vessels to be fitted with trackers that would record their position.
A management solution was brought to the Authority in the form of a flexible draft byelaw, with a requirement for indepth ongoing surveys to be undertaken on the site to try and assess impact. Although a lot of progress has been
made a number of key points need to be resolved before the issue can be progressed.
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Success Criterion 6 — Outputs
Quarter completed

6.1
6.4
5.1

6 (5)
6.1
6.4
5.1
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6D) M P A netw ork w ork stream: W ork w ith partners to establish baselines of data related to designated features within European Marine Sites and Marine
Conservation Zones and fishing activity within those
areas (SHARED OBJECTIVE: DEFRA, MMO and NE)

6E) M P A netw ork w ork stream: W ork w ith partners to develop national prioritisation of key MPA work
streams both within the KEIFCA district and adjoining
areas

2016/2017

6 (5)

6C) Develop and implement M P A reporting system, using KEIFCA GIS data layers to feed in data to
MPA management groups

2015/2016

6 (5)
6.4
5.1

6B) To develop and distribute KEI FCA school and
community education packs promoting the sustainable
management of the marine environment.

Quarter 4

6 (7,4)
6.2
7.2
4.2

6A) To develop and review species management
plans for key 18 species in the district

Quarter 3

6 (2.5)
6.3
2.1
5.1
5.3

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

• • • • • •

• • • •

• • • • • •

• • • • •

• • • • •

Outputs Completed

• Draft Species Management Plans developed for main species and discussed in detail by the Authority at the byelaw
review workshop in Feb 2014.
• Additional follow up work was not carried out due to EMS
commitments.

Next steps

These actions will
be taken forward
into next years
Annual Plan

• Key stage 1 and 2 education packs have been produced
and used in lessons by local schools
• To develop relationships in the local area the CIFCO and
KPVS delivered a series of lessons in a local school for both
key stages 1 and 2.

• GIS used significantly in Hythe Bay discussions with both
industry and NGO’s to clearly lay out possible options for
discussion and to identify the issues and solutions.
• GIS is now embedded in the organisation and is used
extensively across all work streams.

• Meetings were held with NE and MMO to discuss feature
extent and fishing activity in MPA’s that straddled IFCA and
MMO boundaries.
• Fishing activity data for the Kent and Essex IFCA district
was compiled and submitted to the MMO for EMS that lie
across the 6 nm boundary.
• Regular meetings with NE to discuss ongoing habitat regulations assessments for EMS and MCZ management.

• Prioritisation of MPA work was discussed nationally with
other IFCA’s and government bodies via the IFCA technical
advisory group (TAG) and national HRA workshops run by
NE.
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Success Criterion 6 — Outputs
Quarter completed

6 (1,5)
6.1
6.4
1.5
5.1
5.3

6G) W ork w ith NE and TAG to train staff in undertaking Habitats Regulations Assessments for Marine
Protected Areas

• • • •

2016/2017

• • • •

2015/2016

Quarter 4

6.1
6.4
5.1

6F) MPA network work stream: Work with local stakeholders and the KEIFCA MPA working group to develop
locally agreed action plans for each European Marine
Site and Marine Conservation Zone, and agree a timetable for delivery

Quarter 3

6 (5)

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Fishing activities in MPAs were prioritised with input from
industry, NGO’s and government bodies (MMO, NE, Defra).
• Kent and Essex IFCA held MPA working group meetings to
discuss and agree the prioritisation of MPA work with stakeholders.

• Officers attended 1 national NE HRA workshop and 3 TAG
meetings where MPA assessments and prioritisation were
discussed.
• Officers have shared HRA outcomes and practices with
other IFCA’s and government bodies via the IFCA TAG.
• MPA work has also been discussed and shared with other
IFCA’s and government bodies via a monthly MPA working
group teleconference organised by the MMO.
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Success Criterion 7: IFCAs are recognised and heard
— Achievements

Communications and public engagement
(IFCO Colm O’Laoi)

The KEIFCA Communication Strategy document lays out a number of work
streams to enable KEIFCA disseminate information and develop dialogue.
The KEIFCA website is at the core of all the work streams and in many
cases is the link between them. It is a single point of access to a repository
of information covering many topics and catering for all technical levels
from general public to members of the scientific community.
In the early stages of KEIFCA the original website was sufficient for the
task, mainly because developing the KEIFCA brand and creating
communication channels were deemed to be a higher priority. However as
many of those work streams were been brought to completion, the focus
shifted to developing a website which was capable of delivering on the
promises made in the strategy document. In May 2014 the new website
was launched featuring strong visuals and an innovative question led
interface. The changes were not just visual, the website was built on a new
platform and the underlying structure was reorganised.
KEIFCA hosted a workshop at Ramsgate where Defra staff were introduced
to the work of KEIFCA on a practical level through presentations and
practical activities. This included a guided tour of Ramsgate harbour where
delegates got a close-up look at the modern fishing fleet and the types of
gear in use in the district. They were also shown the fishery patrol vessel
Ken Green and given an insight into the present enforcement environment.
KEIFCA outreach continued over the course of the year. Officers attended
harbour days and festivals throughout the summer. On the last weekend of
July the patrol vessel Tamesis was open to the public with specimens of
some local species aboard. The renowned botanist and TV presenter David
Bellamy paid a visit and officers spoke to him about local habitats and
species. As a part of this event, KEIFCA lead scientific officer Dr. Jane
Heywood was presented as a fellow of the British Naturalist Association.
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Success Criterion 7 — Outputs
Quarter completed

ONGOING ACTION: 7B) Develop and run quarterly KEIFCA update e-bulletin that is emailed to all interested stakeholders

7(4)
7.2
4.2

ONGOING ACTION: 7C) Develop and run quarterly KEIFCA posters that are distributed to local fish
shops, tackle shops and other community outlets.
.

7(4)
7.2
4.2

7D) Develop range of education leaflets using the
same format as our general information leaflet, and
delivering the key messages identified in our communication strategy

• • • • • •
• • • • • •

• • • • • •

• •

7 (6,5)
7.2
6.3
5.1
5.3

7E) Develop crisis management plan for response
to major incidents which could have an adverse impact
upon the work of KEIFCA

40

7F) Hold M P A W orking Group meetings for locally
developed byelaws with stakeholder engagement

Outputs Completed

Next steps

• Contribution to the running and funding of the AIFCAs
• Attended 4 AIFCA meetings
• Fed into AIFCA Annual Plan and report

• E-bulletin sent out to signed up stakeholders every quarter
• 215 stakeholders now receiving e-bulletin
• Extremely positive comments received from across stakeholder groups regarding the project
• A trial of sending posters to tackle shops etc was undertaken through the year
• angling sections of the website are receiving a continual
increase in content.

• Officers went into local schools and ran multiple lessons
with a range of year groups to trial all of the material which
we have created. Feedback from both the students and the
teachers was extremely favourable.
• Crisis management plan draft submitted to Authority
(Sept 2015)

• •

7 (6,5)
7.2
6.3
5.1
5.3

2016/2017

7 (4)
7.2
4.2

2015/2016

ONGOING ACTION: 7A) W ork w ith and through
the Association of IFCAs to coordinate national IFCAs
policy and approach

Quarter 4

7 (4)
7.1
4.1

Quarter 3

Action

Quarter 2

High Level
Objective

Quarter 1

Success
Criteria

• •

• 7 MPA working group meetings held
• Extensive amounts of work carried out on Hythe Bay
rMCZ including development of stakeholder led byelaws,
and results of survey work on the site discussed. Currently
awaiting Defra funding commitment.
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Structure of the Authority

The formation of the Authority
The Kent and Essex Inshore
Fisheries and Conservation Order
2010 makes provision for the
establishment of the Kent and
Essex Inshore Fisheries and
Conservation District and for the
Authority for that district. The
Order lays out the membership and
proceedings of the Authority and
makes provision in relation to the
expenses of the Authority and to
the reimbursement of members’
expenses.
The Order states that the Authority
is to consist of 21 members. The
Order also makes clear the number
of councillors to sit on the
Authority (9) the number of
“general members” or MMO
appointees (10) (of which one
member must be an employee of
the MMO) and 2 “additional
members” drawn from the
Environment Agency and Natural
England. The Order also lays out
how the expenses of the Authority
should be divided between the
councils.
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Relevant Council

Number of
members

Percentage payment
of KEIFCA levy

Essex County Council

3

43.12%

Kent County Council

3

43.12%

Medway Council

1

7.55%

Southend on Sea Borough Council

1

2.42%

Thurrock Council

1

3.79%

st

Since the 1 April 2011 local councils have annually received ‘New IFCA Burdens’
money from Defra via the area based local government grant. This funding is intended
to help KEIFCA meet its new duties as stated in MCAA 2009.

List of Members (**Chairman, *Vice-Chairman)
**Cllr J L Lamb

Southend BC

Cllr M Harrison

Kent CC

Cllr D Baker

Kent CC

Cllr S Liddiard

Thurrock BC

Cllr A Bowles

Kent CC

Cllr A Mackness

Medway BC

Cllr J Jowers

Essex CC

Ms I Chudleigh

NE Representative

Cllr P Channer

Essex CC

Mr B Smart

MMO Representative

Cllr A Wood

Essex CC

Mr C Hazelton

EA Representative

Mr S Abbotson

MMO Appointee

• Rochester Oyster and Floating Fisheries (ROFF)

*Mr P J Nichols

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – mobile gear finfish (eg trawling, netting)

Mr W Baker

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – mobile gear shellfish (eg dredging)

Mr P Wexham

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – mobile gear (various)

Mr J Labbett

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – other (eg aquaculture, bait digging)

Mr A Rattley

MMO Appointee

• Commercial – other (eg aquaculture, bait digging)

Mr M Sharp

MMO Appointee

• Recreational – recreational sea angling

Mr L Roskilly

MMO Appointee

• Recreational – recreational sea angling

Dr L Fonseca

MMO Appointee

• Marine
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Governance
Good governance is at the heart of sound decision-making and it is because of this that KEIFCA has already adopted
or is about to adopt key working documents that will aid the smooth and transparent working of the Authority (i.e.
Code of Conduct, Standing Orders, Financial Regulations, register of members' interests and a policy on Members'
Allowances/Expenses). As well as this, KEIFCA has formally agreed to use Kent County Council for legal,
constitutional, financial and HR support, as well as one-off support on procurement and other key activities.

Diagram 3.
Kent & Essex IFCA
organisational structure

KEIFCA Staff structure

Members
IFCA members are a vital component of helping KEIFCA deliver many of the key concepts expressed in the IFCA vision, but
especially in helping to “secure the right balance between social, environmental and economic benefits to ensure healthy
seas, sustainable fisheries and a viable industry”.
IFCA members attend the quarterly IFCA meetings, with some members also attending specialist Technical Panel meetings
where specific issues are discussed in greater detail; recommendations from these meetings are then taken forward to the
next full meeting of the Authority.
The member’s role within the organisation (Diagram 3) is to decide and comment on the strategy and direction of the
organisation and to make key strategic decisions (e.g. agree budget, staffing levels, stock management measures, etc.).
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Staff
The officers and administration staff implement the strategic decisions that the Authority (i.e. members) have
agreed. The IFCA staff, led by the Chief IFC Officer (Diagram 4) , are responsible for the ongoing operations of KEIFCA
(e.g. appointing staff, setting and managing staff performance, implementing the agreed stock management measures
and enforcement etc.) and reporting back to the Members on key issues and matters for discussion each quarter.
At present KEIFCA employs 12 full time staff, 2 part-time staff and a part time financial advisor. In addition to this the
Authority also contributes to the services of the Clerk, Chair and Vice-chair. The structure and key roles of each member
of staff are laid out in Diagram 4. One of the areas that KEIFCA is trying to develop in the organisation as we move into
our second year is the ability of each officer to take on each other’s roles, and expand their knowledge base so that each
officer is competent in a wide spectrum of new roles and duties. This approach will give KEIFCA a huge amount of
flexibility in being able to deliver all its new duties and to react to events.
Staff performance and assessment
KEIFCA currently apply a system used by Kent County Council (KCC) for staff performance monitoring. The system is
based on a yearly review of an employee’s performance using a series of objectives that are agreed between the
employee’s line manager and the employee. The objectives and the outputs of the employee relate back to the overall
objectives in the annual plan. Dependent upon how well an employee meets, or exceeds, the targets set during this
process, an employee may receive a small percentage increase related to their salary dependant on budgetary
constraints and pay scale.
Training
Much progress has been made by all members of staff in developing the new skill sets needed to deliver the new IFCA
roles and duties. Throughout 2014-15 all members of staff have continued to identify any key training gaps, and to build
on their key skills and develop their required new skills. As there is regular low-level turnover of officers, it is important
that staff are supported as they start to develop and take on roles and responsibilities, therefore support in this
progression and training is a vital part of this process. The quarterly tasking's process (where staff report on their
progress every quarter and identify new goals), has developed into a useful tool to help both staff members and senior
management prioritise work streams and identify key issues. Important training areas include developing IFC officer
enforcement and seamanship skills, building on survey skills within the organisation and developing officers’ ability to
undertake a range of surveys and help staff expand their IT skills (including using GIS and website maintenance).
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Staff Structure
*Examples of secondary duties
- Senior enforcement
- Survey and habitat mapping
- Storing, compiling and
representing data (GIS)
- Communication/PR
- Angling sector (Lead Angling
2012 project)
- Ad hoc research (Lead Informing
the Future project)

Project
Officer
/Essex
Relief
Crew

- Lead officer
for Essex
Estuaries
MPAs.
- Lead officer
for oyster
management
-Lead officer
for new
vessel
procurement

Shore
IFC
Officer
Essex/
Crew

Shore IFC
Officer
Kent/
Relief
Crew

- Carry out enforcement
and survey tasks
- Respond to consultations
and enquiries
- Write reports for Authority
- Support operation of the
patrol vessel when needed
- Undertake secondary
duty*

Diagram 4. Kent & Essex IFCA staff structure

Chief IFC Officer
-

Strategic direction for IFCA
National representation
Oversee KEIFCA operations and reporting to KEIFCA members
Management, implementation & evaluation of byelaws
In charge of PR – strategy & implementation

Assistant Chief IFC Officer
-

Oversee implementation of IFCA strategy
Lead on setting and reporting of tasking's (day to day management)
Lead Senior Enforcement & Training Officer
Lead technical input into annual plans and reports

Lead Scientific &
Conservation
Officer/
IFC Officer

- Head of surveys
- In charge of
strategic evidence
gathering
- Lead KEIFCA
involvement in
national research
projects (TAG)
- Research project
management
- Write research
plans and reports

Patrol Vessel Skipper
Kent/IFC Officer
-

Patrol Vessel Skipper
Essex/IFC Officer

Responsible for operation and maintenance of the vessel
Line manage rest vessel crew
Responsible for managing the vessel budget
Technical input into annual plans and reports
Carry out enforcement and survey tasks

Patrol Vessel First
Mate Kent/
IFC Officer
-

Patrol Vessel First
Mate Essex/
IFC Officer

Assist Skipper and act as stand-in skipper
Support operation and maintenance of the patrol vessel
Carry out enforcement and survey tasks
Undertake secondary duty*

Crew/IFC Officer

Crew/IFC Officer

- Support operation and maintenance of the patrol vessel
- Carry out enforcement and survey tasks
- Undertake secondary duty*

Office Manager
- Manage budget process
(ordering system, oracle
management etc.)
- Byelaw administration
- Admin support for annual
plans reports and quarterly
meetings
- Lead HR member of staff
- Management of general
enquiries

Admin
Assistant
- Provide administrative and
clerical support (byelaws
etc.)
- Maintain files and record
systems
- Assist in admin support for
annual plans reports and
quarterly meetings
- Administer KEIFCA
financial arrangements
- Collect and process key
KEIFCA stats
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Resources
Offices
KEIFCA currently rents two offices; a main office in Ramsgate, Kent and a satellite office in Brightlingsea, Essex. The
location of the two offices allows the organisation to efficiently undertake all its duties and helps KEIFCA build and
maintain strong links with all of its stakeholders either side of the Thames. The remit of the offices revolves primarily
around the spatial distribution of work, with the Brightlingsea office specialising in Essex based issues relating to
enforcement, consultations and surveys and the Ramsgate office also undertaking the equivalent tasks on the Kent
coast but in addition being the centre for core overarching organisational activities (e.g. administration support, legal
support, HR work etc.).
Vehicles
KEIFCA owns a Toyota Hilux which is based at Ramsgate and replaced an older vehicle this year as well as a Toyota
Hilux which is two years old and based at Brightlingsea. The vehicles are used to transport officers on enforcement
duties and key equipment around the district. The Authority also owns two Honda All-Terrain Vehicles (ATV) that are
based at Shoeburyness which are used for cockle surveys and other intertidal work.
Boats
KEIFCA has two fishery patrol vessels. The ‘Ken Green’ is based in Ramsgate and has a crew of four. The vessel came
into service in 2000, is a 16m fast patrol vessel, and carries a RIB which can be launched from its ramp in various sea
conditions to undertake boarding's at sea. The Marine Coastguard Agency has advised the Authority that the ‘Ken Green’
should have a crew of four when operating the Rigid Inflatable Boat (RIB). This confirms the manning levels as
specified in the Health and Safety Policy instituted and agreed by the KESFC in 2000.
The ‘Tamesis’ is a 12m catamaran which came into service in 2011 and which was partially EU grant funded. This
vessel is based at Brightlingsea, and has a crew of two which is supplemented by the Essex shore officer post to make a
mustered crew of three, and can undertake enforcement, monitoring and survey duties. The vessel also carries a RIB
for boarding (when this is in use the crew is further supplemented by either the Lead Scientific and Conservation Officer
or the Project Officer to carry a crew of four, the same as the ‘Ken Green’) and hydraulic hauler which is used for
hauling pots and nets to check for compliance with byelaws etc.
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KEIFCA strategically working with partners
Joined up government
KEIFCA has worked in conjunction with the other IFCAs to develop MoUs with is key public authority stakeholders.
The MoUs layout in broad terms how KEIFCA will work constructively with the Marine Management Organisation,
Environment Agency, Natural England and Centre for Environment, Fisheries & Aquaculture Science.
As well as the detailed MoUs the MMO, EA and NE shared objectives have been included in our annual planning
process which means that the cooperation and coordination between agencies is hard wired into the system. KEIFCA
is looking to build on this relationship to establish protocols of how information will flow between organisations using
this mechanism.
Association of Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authorities (AIFCA)
KEIFCA played an important part in the setting up and effective running of the AIFCAs. The Association is an
important national body that allows all 10 IFCAs to speak with one voice at a national level on key topics. KEIFCA
have strongly supported the Association, with Cllr John Lamb the Chairman of KEIFCA also acting as a Chairman for
the Association. KEIFCA see that the Association can act as an important body in helping IFCAs coordinate their
actions and resources efficiently.
Technical Advisory Group (TAG)
KEIFCA continues to support and work through the Technical Advisory Group (TAG) to help it achieve its aims:
•
•

To improve the quality and extent of fisheries management information through better coordination and
dissemination of fisheries related scientific research.
Define and apply best practice relating to the scientific & technical functions and responsibilities of IFCAs.

National Inshore Marine Enforcement Group (NIMEG)
KEIFCA played an important part in the establishment of NIMEG. The purpose of the group is to bring together
expertise in the field of regulation and enforcement within inshore fisheries and marine conservation in order to
develop and support joint working and consistency; identify and share best practice; and to promote professionalism
and competence. KEIFCA currently provide a secretarial function for the group.
Working with national and local associations and partnerships
KEIFCA continues to build on the current partnerships it has already developed with a wide range of organisations,
ranging from fishermen’s associations, wildlife trusts, coastal partnerships, harbour authorities to power stations.
KEIFCA also sees the need to develop new working relationships with organisations affected by the remit of IFCAs and
it is hoped that the communication strategy will help engage with these communities in a productive way. KEIFCA sits
on a number of local and national management groups ranging from national enforcement working groups to local
marine protected area management meetings. KEIFCA also strongly supports and contributes to the Shellfish
Association of Great Britain as well as the Thames Estuary Partnership.
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Stakeholder engagement, communication and consultation
Compliments and Complaints: One official complaint was received relating to the timeliness of KEIFCA responses to com-

munications. This was considered and dealt with by the process approved by the Authority. All other issues have been addressed
by the Authority as they have arisen. The good work carried out by KEIFCA staff has been commented on multiple occasions to
senior officers.
Our people
We recognise that we rely on our staff to work with our stakeholders in
delivering KEIFCA’s objectives. We will:
● ensure our staff are trained and competent to deliver our services.
● ensure our staff treat every user of KEIFCA services as they would wish to be
treated themselves ,with respect, courtesy and understanding.
● train all staff to work constructively with stakeholders.

Reaching us
We will provide different ways to help people contact us and access the services
they need. We will:
● make information about KEIFCA and its services easily available.
● publish opening hours and describe how to access services.
● Keep our website updated.
● provide a welcoming, friendly environment, easily accessible to all.

How we communicate
We want to make every contact a positive experience for our stakeholders.
We will:
● always listen carefully to what stakeholders and colleagues say and be
polite and honest.
● give a contact name and details.
● let people know what will happen next.
● point people in the right direction if we can’t help.
● provide a suitable environment and ensure confidentiality.
● write letters, emails and publications that are easy to read and understand.
● respond to letters and emails promptly and when that is not possible, we
will send an acknowledgement with details of who is dealing with the
matter.
● let people know if there will be a delay in responding.
● ensure answer-phone messages are clear and tell people when to expect a
reply
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Involving our stakeholders
We will seek to understand what our stakeholders
need, and develop our services around our
stakeholders’ expectations. We will:
● regularly ask stakeholders for their opinions.
● ensure that our stakeholders help shape the
services we deliver.
● be honest about what we can and what we can’t
do.

Measuring how we perform
We want to make sure that our commitment to
working closely with our stakeholders is making
a difference, and we will assess our success by
measuring what our stakeholders value. We
will:
● seek regular feedback on stakeholder
satisfaction.
● publish details of how stakeholders can tell us
about complaints, pay compliments and give
us feedback and investigate all complaints
thoroughly, as quickly as possible, and learn
from our mistakes (www.kentandessexifca.gov.uk).
● train all staff in core standards of behaviour
and how to interact with stakeholders.
● continue our commitment to make 100% of
our services (where appropriate) available
electronically.
● respond where possible to all public enquiries
within 10 working days.
● issue licences and permits within 10 working
days of receipt of a correctly completed form.
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Abbreviations

ACIFCO

Assistant Chief Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Officer

MaCAA 2009

Marine and Coastal Access Act 2009

AIFCA

Association of Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authorities

MCSS

Monitoring and Control Surveillance System

ASFC

Association of Sea Fisheries Committees

MCZ

Marine Conservation Zones

CEFAS

Centre for Environment, Fisheries & Aquaculture
Science

MMO

Marine Management Organisation

MoU

Memoranda of Understanding

CIFCO

Chief Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Officer

MPA

Marine Protected Area

Defra

Department for Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs

MSC

Marine Stewardship Council

EA

Environment Agency

MSP

Marine Spatial Plans

ECC

Essex County Council

NE

Natural England

EFF

European Fisheries Fund

NIMEG

National Inshore Marine Enforcement Group

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment

nm

Nautical Miles

EIFCA

Eastern Inshore Fishing and Conservation Authority

RSA

Recreational Sea Angling

EMS

European Marine Site

RIB

Rigid Inflatable Boat

GIS

Geographical Information System

SAC

Special Area of Conservation

IFCO

Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Officer

SBC

Southend Borough Council

IFCA

Inshore Fisheries and Conservation Authority

SFC

Sea Fisheries Committee

KCC

Kent County Council

SxIFCA

Sussex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authority

KEIFCA

Kent and Essex Inshore Fisheries and Conservation
Authority

SSSI

Site of Special Scientific Interest

LSCO

Lead Scientific and Conservation Officer

SPA

Special Protection Area

MC

Medway Council

TAG

Technical Advisory Group

KESFC

Kent and Essex Sea Fisheries Committee

TBC

Thurrock Borough Council

MCA

Marine Coastguard Agency
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Meeting our duties

The Marine and Coastal Access Act, 2009 states:
(s.) 178 Annual Report
(1) As soon as is reasonably practical after the end of each
financial year, every IFC authority must prepare a report on its
activities in that year.
(2) A report under this section must be in such form and
contain such information as the Secretary of State may require.
(3) A report under this section must be published in such
manner as the Secretary of State may require.
A copy of the Marine and Coastal Access Act is available online
at: www.legislation.gov.uk

www.kentandessex-ifca.gov.uk
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